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Short Communication
Tylliria area is situated in the north-west part of Cyprus.
Its geographical territory counts several villages of Nicosia and
Paphos Districts, on the basis of the modern administrative

division of the island. The area is bounded in the eastern part
from Kampos River and the village of Pomos in the west (Figure
1).

Figure 1: Tylliria Region, Cyprus.

In antiquity, the area was surrounded by two powerful citykingdoms, that of ancient Soloi to the east and Marion to the west.
The territorial extend of these two kingdoms has not yet been
defined and therefore the role and position of their intermediate
area known as Tylliria is still to be revealed. In any case, it should
be considered that the area would not have stayed unaffected
by these kingdoms, forming part of the wider socio-economic
and administrative environment prevalent on the island during
the Iron Age and later during the Archaic and Classical period
or even after the abolishment of the city-kingdoms during the
Hellenistic period.Furthermore, evidence from late historical
eras until the late Medieval and Byzantine period is also attested
in the area [1-4,14].
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As understood, Tylliria area holds undoubtedly an important
position in the study of history and archeology of Cyprus,
boasting rich archaeological evidences still to be detected and
revealed. However, this comes in contrast to the archaeological
activity performed over the years in the area, which, is very
limited compared to other parts of the island. Tylliria area is
considered, from an archaeological point of view, one of the
least studied areas on the island. The reasons for that can be
briefly attributed to the modern political history of Cyprus
that rendered the area not easily approached and thus isolated
and distant from the main modern cities. Another obstacle in
performing archaeological research is the rough geomorphology
of the area that makes investigation difficult, still further time
and money consuming.
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One of the most recent archaeological investigations in
the area was carried out in 2009 by Kykkos Museum (under
the auspices of the Department of Antiquities of Cyprus). The
preliminary results of the in situ archaeological survey indicated
archaeological evidence in the area.The investigation concerned
a documentation survey in order to identify, amongst other, the
potential extension of a known ancient necropolis, possibly
dated to the Hellenistic period and reused during the Roman
one, the tombs intensity/consistency and spatial distribution,
their geomorphological setting and their state of preservation
[5,6]. During the survey, more tombs -part of other ancient
cemeteries- have been identified in the region belonging to

different chronological periods of the history of Cyprus. The
identified tombs were all hewn out of the natural rock, mainly
cut into the steep and rough rock face (Figure 2). The in situ
observations and documentation have been completed with the
topographical mapping of the tombs. The study area was firstly
observed mainly through cadastral maps. All data collected were
elaborated for digitization and mapping and introduced into a
Geographical Information Systems (hereafter GIS) environment.
In total five main areas have been identified with rock-cut
ancient tombs, all of them looted. In the first two areas more
than 70 individual tombs have been accurately recorded.

Figure 2: One of the rocky cliffs honeycombed by rock-cut tombs.

In parallel, archival indexing from the Department of
Antiquities of Cyprus was carried out, in order to identify
areas spotted in the past, mainly through foot surveys and try
to reconstruct the up to date know archaeological testimonies
of the area through the GIS. Even though information retrieved
from these archives was limited and very concise, it still remains
valuable since it’s the only information regarding the official
investigations in the area (in their great majority unpublished). A
number of problems needed to be solved during this phase with
the most important one to be related to the exact site location,
communicated in the archival reports with the toponym of the
area rather than using coordinate system.
Unfortunately, such gaps in the archives, makes the
today archaeological investigations even more difficult and
problematic. In addition, the hilly and difficultly accessible
terrain of the area can also delay or even postpone traditional
archaeological surveys in a landscape level. Even though
the characteristics of Tylliria area are not unique within
archaeological research, still are here presented as an indicative
example of the difficulties that currently archaeologists seek to
solve. The problems are even growing taking into consideration
the general decrease of budgets allocated for such archaeological
investigations and the systematic land use and land cover change
of the “archaeolandscapes” due to modern development.
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Is becoming evident that new ways and new tools of
performing archaeological investigations in a landscape
level are in demand and need to be adopted and exploited by
archaeologists in order to facilitate their research both in
terms of field work as well as for desk-base data analysis and
visualization. Within this concept Remote Sensing (hereafter RS)
technologies can play an important role.

Certainly, RS offers new perspectives in archaeological
research [7]. Optical Remote Sensing can detect phenomena
on the surface associated with subsurface relics, while the
use of infrared and thermal electromagnetic radiation can be
used in order to detect underground archaeological remains.
For example, spectral anomalies in the very near infrared part
observed over crops may be linked to the presence of buried
archaeological features. Radar sensors, having the ability
of large-area coverage, cloud penetration and all-weather
acquisition can compensate some weaknesses of optical images.
RS as a non-destructive technique can contribute to the
distant investigation of an archaeological site prior, during and
post excavation. Such techniques can monitor the surroundings
of an archaeological heritage site by recording any modifications
due to climate changes and other natural and/or anthropogenic
threats and pressures. Satellite remote sensing has become a
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common tool of investigation and prediction of environmental
change and scenarios through the development of GIS-based
models to support decision-making. By blending together
satellite remote sensing techniques with GIS, the monitoring
process of archaeological sites can be efficiently supported in a
reliable, repetitive, non-invasive, cost-effective and time efficient
way.

New technologies (such as radar satellite images,
interferometry and other) have already been applied at various
archaeological sites [8-10]. New satellite sensors, such as
Sentinel missions, are also expected to support archaeological
research in the near future. The WordView-3 sensor with a
spatial resolution of 31 cm highlights the latest achievements
of space technology. Using data with such an improved quality,
scientists can seek even more elaborate details for sub-surface
remains and a better understanding of archaeolandscapes [1113].
Tylliria area urgently needs a detail digitalizationin a
landscape level, since otherwise vital information will be lost
over the years. This urge is becoming even more emerging in
light to the several local and governmental efforts of retrieving
the area from its isolated position, by boosting amongst other
the modern development of the region.

Due to the difficulties mentioned earlier, an extended and
different approach of this landscape is demanded. The use of
satellite archive and high resolution multispectral datasets
together with the exploitation of aerial images of the area can
help archaeologists to understand better the landscape of
the area or even prioritize the areas to be investigated. Such
data can also reveal hidden and still unknown archaeological
sites. Definitely, the current documentation of the tombs and
several other sites, clearly indicates only a small part of the still
undiscovered archaeological vestiges of the area. This is pointed
out even more distinctly by the extensive necropolis discovered
in Tylliria region, considering that the identified cities of the
dead (necropolis) have once been established to serve the
corresponding cities of the living, still to be discovered.
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